
Welcome to PowerPanel
G*Square Panel Editor

The demo will illustrate: 
• The simplicity of the editor, requiring virtually no 
learning curve
• Design of screens, with dazzling graphics, in minutes.

Screen Design so simple, 
even your CEO can do it in minutes TM



Guess! How 
much time would 
it take to design 
this screen?
(Answer at the end of 
this demo)



Provide the Project 
Name, Panel Type 
and PLC
The opening dialog has complete 
project information conveniently 
arranged at one place.

After starting the Application, you will see this welcome window...



STEP 1:
Click on the Button Object
You can select one of the more than
25 pre-built objects from the toolbar or
from the object menu

Time clock: 15 Sec

We begin our screen design, by demonstrating the steps involved in 
designing a Push Button…



STEP 2:
Provide the Tag 
Name (Motor Start)
• You can use real life tag names 
using up to 40 characters. 

• Tags can be exported to an 
Excel sheet.

Time Clock: 25 Sec



Provide the PLC address 
(B3:5/1, for AB PLC)
The software will not let you enter
an incorrect PLC address or type.

Time Clock: 35 Sec



STEP 3:
Change the colors,text sizes 
and labels to your liking
Select colors from a palette of 128 vibrant 
colors, and one of the 10 text sizes

Time Clock: 50 Sec



Place the button
To modify the button, double click it. With 
our editor, you can see the effect on the 
object as soon as you make changes in 
dialog box (without closing the dialog box)

Time Clock: 55 Sec



Resize the button, 
if needed

Time Clock: 60 Sec



Now, click on Meter
objects can also be selected  from 
the object toolbar

Now , we will design an Analog Meter…

Time Taken:  50 Sec



Provide the Tag Name
(SPEED)

You can also select an existing tag 
from the drop down list.

Time Taken: 70 Sec



Provide the PLC
address, N7:5 (AB)

Time Taken: 75 Sec



Make the necessary 
changes in color, font 
and labels.
Various styles are available…
just pick what you like the most

Time Clock: 85 Sec



Place the object

Time Clock: 95 Sec



Resize, move the 
object, as needed.
Experience the distortion 
free resizing--one of the 7 
patents..

Time Clock: 105 Sec



All other objects are similarly designed. 
It took less than 7 minutes for a number of CEOs who designed this 
screen for the first time…Click here to download FREE software 
and check it out yourself

http://www.uticor.net/software_download.asp

